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“Don’t let anyone tell you
what you can or cannot do.”
KMD

Dedication
First and foremost, I want to thank my studio professor, Glenn, as he took the time
to mentor me by listening to my ideas, giving me advice, and providing constructive feedback throughout the school year. Next I want to thank professor Rippee, who
kindly took time out of his day on more than one occasion to have a conversation with
me about the direction of my project. Thank you to my roommate, Dr. Theresa Clark,
for not only patiently listening to me ramble on about my project, but also for giving
me advice that helped change the direction of this book. And thank you to my family
and friends, as they listened to me and provided feedback when I needed it the most.
For these reasons, I dedicate this book to all of you, to the people that helped and mentored me. But also this book is dedicated to you, the reader, as I hope you will enjoy
reading it and hopefully, will learn something new.

Author’s Notes
If I could trace the idea for this project to its origin, I would say they originated from an early interest of mine in the field
of “space exploration and tourism” during my senior year as an undergrad student. At some point towards the end of my
senior year as an undergrad, I began to question:
What would my next academic step be? What could I do with an undergraduate degree with a major Tourism, Hospitality,
and Management and a minor in Philosophy? If I could merge my interest in “space exploration” and the tourism, hospitality, and management degree I have, what would be the result?
As I pondered these questions, I conceived the idea of a hotel in space. Feeling the need to speak with someone, I scheduled a meeting with my modern philosophy professor, Abel Franco. He kindly accepted the request and in his office, over
breakfast, we had a conversation about different space related endeavors. We bounced different ideas, from “space travel”
reaching a point of normality similar to the idea of “a car being parked in a garage”, to the idea of holding educational
and workforce excursions to nearby space stations. We spoke about how these excursions and “space travel” vehicles
would further advance our technological and scientific advancements, pushing humanity past any venture ever taken on
before. But soon after our conversation I came to find out that companies like Bigelow Aerospace are already working on
habitable modules, and left that idea for those private companies to further develop. Nonetheless, I continued to further
explore the idea of “space tourism”. But it wasn’t until the beginning of the graduate studio with professor Glenn, that
I decided to focus on Spaceport America as the specific topic of study for this book. At first, I wanted to design a standalone spaceport, but professor Glenn insisted otherwise. He insisted that I focus my attention on an already existing
spaceport, and determine a problem at hand. Then I could use my book to serve as a tool to solve the identified problem.
Thus, the idea for an urban development project at Spaceport America was born. It occurred to me through observation
and research that Spaceport America was lacking urban development, and that Spaceport America held high potential to
become a pioneering model for “space age urbanism”. Further, mostly all of the spaceports around the country are lacking
urban development. And although Spaceport America is at it’s beginning stages of development, I saw a high potential
for unprecedented commercial and private growth over the coming years. Soon, one idea led to another, and by the end
of the semester I had conceived of two working site plans and one urban scale rendering with an agenda of facilities to
accommodate employees, visitors, and passengers over the coming years.
But, all of this did not come easy, as in the beginning stages of writing this book, oftentimes I felt lost, discouraged, and
without a sense of direction. Nonetheless, I put my best foot forward and continued working on this project. Within a
few months, I taught myself basic levels of sketching, how to use CAD software and programs. Thus, I used this limited
but newly acquired knowledge base to the best of my abilities and created a master plan for Spaceport America, which I
named, “Space Age Urbanism”, as it describes the architecture presented in this book.
- Keiri M. Dueñas

Foreword
Anticipating the design processes that are appropriate for cities in the future space-travel/tourism epoch might be partially informed by looking to the past for meaningful connections between technology and urban design trends… between
science and societal space-making. The agricultural revolution, industrial revolution, and the more recent technological
revolution have each transformed the ways cities have evolved. From being focused around shared communal space
and emphasizing sustainable design principles to efficiencies of high-rise construction, densification of population, and
connections through transportation, to hybrids of mixed use and virtual space… all previous design of cities seems to
reinforce protection from or connection to other cities. In Keiri Duenas’ study, the fundamental relationship is morphed
to include all cities as “us” and the Universe beyond Earth as “them”. Thus, designing a city to connect humans to outer
space leaves us with few precedents. Besides the rich world of science fiction, which has provided various visions of the
future, Duenas humbly offers Las Vegas as a fitting point of departure… it is a global city that grew rapidly around a unique
economy and serves to transport people to whatever experience they can imagine.
In this study, Duenas goes beyond simply imagining by searching for the relatively obscure data that will govern many
practical design decisions in a development of this kind. Contacts at Spaceport America and other similar facilities in
addition to leaders in the tourism industry along with architecture and urbanism offered insights to such things as
life-safety/risk analysis, noise zones, blast/shockwave areas, flight paths, launch sequences, service schedules, and more.
Without a background in architecture, Duenas applies her knowledge in tourism and hospitality management to envision
the “first to market” and clientele for Spaceport… and offers novel ideas for how to accommodate through architecture as
the opportunity becomes more attainable to the masses. The building proposals remain in conceptual “sketch” form as
the primary objective in the certificate program is not in developing architectural representation techniques but rather
connecting design ideas with other knowledge sets supported by a broad hospitality curriculum. Not encumbered by
best-practices of the past, the masterplan (which occasionally reads as a marketing campaign) makes a compelling case
to approach city development in drastically different ways than how it has been done for centuries. An analysis of the
economy (ex. the cost and exclusivity associated with space travel) along with the resources of the site (what can it safely
and sustainably support now) can help designers arrive at a vision of what the site can handle now and decades into the
future. Therefore, we glimpse a city plan that starts from the outside and works its way in… The city sees its future and
builds the “outskirts” now (they present less risk, are more connected to neighboring towns, and not to mention they offer
stunning views) and methodically fills the voluminous city space within as affordability, desirability, and safety (among
other factors) increase the need to build capacity. With the notion of capacity-building at the forefront (global or local),
I hope these kinds of projects (interesting and unique design challenges on our planet or beyond) keep developing the
notion of the Hospitality Design Lab as an incubator for architecture in the experience economy.
Glenn NP Nowak, AIA (HD Studio Coordinator)

Thesis
This project imagines that by the year 2050, thousands of passengers will walk through
the terminal gates of Spaceport America in order to board a hyper or supersonic
flight. But currently there are no existing commercial flights and accommodations
within a 25 mile radius to Spaceport America. Alternatively, this project attempts to
provide future developers with the tools needed for “space age” developments Thus,
this project seeks to serve as a driver for a new type of architecture called “space-age”
urbanism, where the architecture aims to re- establish the American “excitement”
found in the 1960’s. Thus the rules for this master plan do not follow the same rules of
a traditional city master plan. At its essence, this master plan acts as a medium connecting the 18,000 sq. mi. of land available for development in the Jornada Del Muerto
desert basin with other destinations worldwide. In conclusion this master plan should
be seen as a handbook, a handbook that anticipates future developments in response
to transportation and technological advancements at Spaceport America.

In the year 2050...
The traditional notion of the Travel and Tourism industry that we know of today will undergo a massive change of

events. An industry that is yet unknown to man will become the most popular and trending attraction around the world.
This industry is called: “Space, Travel and Tourism”. But in order for this industry to flourish on a global and interplanetary level, it is essential that preparations are in place, in order to meet the anticipated demands.
In short, my practice involves ushering mankind into the next phase of space, travel, tourism, and urban development.
Taking the physical manifestation of a master plan, my project seeks to serve as a driver for a new type of architecture
called “space-age” urbanism. In collaboration with developers, authoritative figures, and everyday designers, my vision
for this project is to provide future developers with the tools necessary for “space age” developments. And although this
project should primarily be seen as a response to new advancements in science and technology (i.e supersonic, suborbital
and hyperloop transportation), this project also aims to re-establish the american “excitement” found in the 1960’s “spaceage” movement.
Ultimately, this project hopes to create an urban fabric that provides a strong sense of cultural identity for its communities. Individual communities that represent concepts such as prosperity and depict a balance between earth and space.
Essentially these “space-age” communities should be seen as gateways to breathtaking destinations like outer space or
remote destinations worldwide.
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Historical Timeline
Shortly after the Wright Brothers’ maiden flight in 1903, the need for airports grew
nationwide. By 1912, there were 20 operational airports throughout the United States.
After WWI, in 1918, airmail service grew and became the catalyst for airport development. By 1920, communities quickly became aware of the need to have an airport. On
May 20th, 1926 Congress passed the Air Commerce Act to “encourage and regulate the
use of aircraft in commerce, and for other purposes.” The Act authorized the Secretary
of Commerce to “establish, operate, and maintain along such airways all necessary air
navigation facilities except airports.” It also directed that, “the Secretary of Commerce
shall grant no exclusive right for the use of any civil airway, airport, emergency landing
field, or other air navigation facility under his jurisdiction.” And although historically,
civilian airports were considered a civic responsibility, all were privately owned until
1933. In 1933, the Civil Works Administration, in response to the Great Depression, spent
approximately $11.5 million establishing 585 new airports in small communities. In 1938,
Congress passed, and President Roosevelt approved the Civil Aeronautics Act replacing
the previous aviation law. As a result, the Act created the Civil Aeronautics Authority,
which removed any barriers against federal involvement in airports.
In May 1946, Congress passed the Federal Airport Act, providing $500 million dollars of
federal aid for public airports throughout a seven-year period. In 1958 Congress enacted the Federal Aviation Act to continue the Civil Aeronautics Board as an agency of the
United States, in order to create the Federal Aviation Agency. In 1970 Congress enacted
the Airport and Airway Development Act and a trust fund was created, funded by airport and airway user charges. The user charges included an 8% tax on ticket fares, a $3
international fare surcharge, aircraft registration fees and gasoline taxes. In 1993, The
commercial industry took-off, with the commercial spaceport concept.
In 1993, the Department of Defense (DOD) provided ten million dollars, and in 1994 they
provided another ten million dollars for the development of space launch infrastructure.
The grant program ruled that the grant money could only fund 75% of the proposed
project, and that the industry had to provide the remaining 25 percent. The grant also
required that: the projects benefit both the commercial and government space sectors
have a positive impact on the competitiveness of the US industry and be usable by multiple commercial operators. On May 20th 1996 Congress passed the Air Commerce Act
to “encourage and regulate the use of aircraft in commerce”, authorizing the Secretary
of Commerce to “establish, operate, and maintain along the airways. And on October 1st
1996 President Clinton The FAA Authorization Act, which allowed waivers from restrictions placed on the airport when accepting grants, and allowed the city or county to use
airport revenue for things other than city government activities. (faa.gov. Web) ( See
Notes for historical timeline figure)

Source: Spaceportamerica.com

In his book, Virgin Galactic: The First Ten Years, Seedhouse defines the purpose of Spaceport America, as a
place “to process space travellers.” (Seedhouse, Pg. 92,
2015) But similar to the moon, Spaceport America is a very
patient place. (Time Magazine, Kluger, 2018) It sits quietly in Sierra County, New Mexico amongst: 18,000 acres of
State Trust land in the Jornada Del Muerto desert basin,
(Web. 2008) (fig. 3) at an altitude of 4,595 feet (1,401 meters) above sea level. Existing infrastructure at the site includes: paved access roads I-25 and I-10, running and portable water from the Elephant Butte Dam, a fully equipped
aircraft hangar, horizontal runway, and a 12,000-ft runway equipped for vertical launches. (spaceportamerica.
com. Web) Currently there is an existing market for hotels, restaurants, and entertainment in the neighboring
town of Truth or Consequences about 25 miles from SA.
However, nearby accommodations closer than 25 miles
from Spaceport America are not available. Thus, it is in
this project’s intention to propose a master plan that will
provide Sierra County with the tools necessary to undertake an urban development project when the time comes.

-tion of anticipated developments in order to meet the
current and future demands. In turn, these initiatives
will provide an opportunity for developers to create a new
form of urban development and set a new standard. Thus,
ventures in these directions will allow for unprecedented
growth within the “experience” and “transformation”
economy of Spaceport America and Virgin Galactic. All
of the following content and material found in this book
provide a working “master plan” for future developers
interested in taking part in development endeavors
near Spaceport America. This master plan contains two
site plans (Fig. 21, and 22) and one site plan rendering
(Fig. 23) where the end result involves three phases of
development.
The first phase of development is suggested to begin by
2027. This phase accommodates the built environment
to the basic needs of the first passengers, tourists,
employees, and locals that will visit Spaceport America.
This phase will include: three different types of hotels and
/ or condominiums: Marquee (Fig. 16.3), Shodo (Fig. 16.5),
and Viu (Fig. 16.6), employee housing (Fig. 18), a designated
camping / RV park area (Fig. 22, #26) a designated event
venue area (Fig. 22, #7), and a space center (Fig. 22, #4).
Combined, these efforts will provide the essential first
steps needed to test urban development growth for the
following phases. If the first phase is successful, the
second phase will involve connecting major underground
infrastructure (i.e sewage, water, and power) in order
to set the foundation for the construction of large scale
hotels / condominiums, and related projects. Other
developments will include a second runway (Fig. 22, #19),
and a terminal hub for the spaceport. (Fig. 22, #22). These
initiatives will provide the testing ground in order to
see if Spaceport America is ready for a large scale urban
development project. The target date for the second phase
of development is 2030. The third phase will involve and
evaluation and maintenance of

In 2015, Spaceport America employed 1300 people across
New Mexico, and by 2018 Spaceport America employed
another 1,800 people. (Seedhouse, 2015) Additionally, by
2025 Virgin Galactic anticipates that on a monthly basis
about 120 passengers will take part in suborbital launches.
By 2027 the first XB-1 supersonic aircrafts will carry 45-55
passengers at Mach 2 speeds across the Atlantic Ocean.
And by 2040, approximately 1,000 XB-1 aircraft will take
45,000 passengers across the Atlantic Ocean.
But what do these numbers have to do with Spaceport
America and a proposed master plan? Well, if everything
goes according to plan, it is expected that by 2025 approximately 6,000 people including: passengers, employees,
and spectators will need accomodations, closer than 25
miles away from the spaceport. Thus, by looking at these
numbers, it is highly encouraged that a master plan be in
place prior to 2030. A master plan that outlines the direc-
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aircraft, infrastructure and buildings. This phase
suggests an implemented routine of evaluation and
maintenance every 10 years, starting from 2050. Because
although the aircraft, buildings and infrastructure
mentioned in this book will be made from cutting edge
technology and materials, it is important to note that
they will also be exposed to a potentially dangerous
environment, therefore routine evaluations and
maintenance must be put into practice.

the clients / agents for this project? The clients and
agents for this project are the authoritative figures
who will provide the funding and permits needed for
future development. These figures are assumed to be
the New Mexico Spaceport Authority (NMSA), New
Mexico State Land Office, and the State of New Mexico.
Thus, a proposal must carefully be in place in order to
successfully acquire the planning and development
permits, and funding needed in order to move forward
with the proposed development highlighted in this book.

Additionally, it is very important that the architecture
for this project should aim to make as minimal impact
on the environment as possible, in order to pay respect
to its surroundings. (Seedhouse, Pg. 89, 2015) A pledge
to sustainability, renewable energies, and environment.
All of these suggestions combined should be seen as a
form of an urban development handbook for Sierra
County. As these suggestions will provide Spaceport
America with the tools needed in order to welcome
thousands of passengers by 2040. Because as the turn of
the century takes society into the “space age”, it is in this
proposal’s hope that by the year 2040 Spaceport America
will be the spectacle that everyone will want to witness
and be a part of. Thus, assuming plans for community
development become a reality, this project will suggest
a new type of architecture, and lifestyle.
But before any of the material mentioned in this
master plan can become a reality, Virgin Galactic must
accomplish key milestones, and in order for Virgin
Galactic to reach its anticipated aircraft and flight
milestones, first they must secure, meet, and satisfy local
and international relationships. The good news is that
Virgin Galactic is already taking the necessary first steps
to fulfill these relationships as they are encouraging
locals in nearby towns to start a new business or expand
their business in a direction that aligns with Spaceport
America and Virgin Galactic’s space tourism ventures.
Examples include: facility maintenance, food service,
shuttle bus service, etc. (Seedhouse, Pg. 92, 2015) Which
on a positive note, brings forward employment and
business opportunities to the nearby town of Truth or
Consequences. This comes as a package of good news to
the town, as the town has a history with hard economic
times. (Seedhouse, Pg. 92, 2015) Additionally, this would
put the town of Truth or Consequences at the forefront
of space tourism and space exploration thanks to the
realization of Spaceport America and Virgin Galactic’s
initiatives. But as all of this sounds like a great plan, two
questions arise: who will fund this plan? And who are

Fig. 2 - Spaceport America “Lounge” - Interior
Source: Virgingalactic.com
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Fig. 3 - Map of 18,000 acres of State Trust Land, in Sierra County, NM and Spaceport America facilities. - Source: Spaceportamerica.com
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Dr. Bill Gutman
Director of Aerospace Operations
Spaceport America

On March 2nd a conversation over the phone took place with Dr. Bill Gutman, Director of Aerospace Operations at
Spaceport America.
The topics discussed were:
For any proposed site of development at Spaceport America, the Casualty Expectation (E to C) ratio must not exceed -4.
For any commercial development within a 5 mile radius to Spaceport America, an
evacuation plan must be considered.
The idea of a music festival event within a mile radius of the Spaceport America
launch pads. Dr. Gutman suggested an attendance of about 20k festival goers.
Make sure that the “reliability” of the vehicles and aircrafts be taken into consideration in order to “protect high value infrastructure”.

For reference, the “Estimated Casualties (EC) ratio” is defined by the FAA as:
“An estimate of the average number of casualties expected if a large number of launch vehicle flights or experiments could be carried out under identical circumstances to personnel supporting an operation and to the public from
a specific hazard; casualty expectation is equal to the sum of the products of the probability of each possible event and
the casualty consequences of each possible mission event.” (Faa.gov.Web. 2011, Pg. 5) Provided by Boeing aerospace, the
FAA uses the calculation “30 × 10-6” as a level defining acceptable launch risk without high management review. But
juxtaposing that suggestion, Boeing also suggested that the “EC criterion lacks mathematical justification and therefore
should not represent a hard limit”. (Licensing and Safety Requirements for Launch. (faa.gov. 2011, Web) Adding on, the FAA
requires that a launch operator “demonstrate any risk to the public satisfies public risk criteria of E ≤ 30 × 10-6 for each
hazard BEFORE initiating the flight of a launch vehicle”... on a “per mission basis”. (faa.gov. Web. 2011, Pg. 11)
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Fig 4.1 - “Spaceport America” Hangar

Fig. 4.2 - “Spaceport America” Horizontal Runway
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Source: Virgingalactic.com

By the year 2025, Virgin Galactic anticipates reaching a milestone of 20 vertical launches per month,
which translates to 240 launches per year. Every
month, 20 shuttles will send 120 passengers into a
90-150 min suborbital flight where they will experience weightlessness for 3-4 minutes. The spaceflight journey consists of a 5 stage process. First, the
aircraft carrier WhiteKnightTwo and the SpaceShip
Two spacecraft separate at -45,000 feet, then the vehicle accelerates to Mach 3, then it reaches Apogee
where passengers will experience weightlessness
for a couple of minutes, and then at last the aircraft
will undergo “re-entry”, where the journey will end
with an unpowered glide onto the Spaceport America landing strip. (virgingalactic.com) To get familiar
with Virgin Galactic and Spaceport America, Fig. 4.1
shows a picture of the mixed-use hangar we know
as Spaceport America, and Fig. 4.2 shows a picture
of Virgin Galactics WhiteKnightTwo aircraft gliding
down onto the Spaceport America landing strip.
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Fig. 5 - Launch Countdown Milestones
Source: Seedhouse, 2015

Figure 5 shows a schedule of activities planned
for passengers on the day of launch. Starting
from breakfast, passengers will have two hours
to prepare for “take off ”. Figure 6.1 shows the
transformational “journey” a suborbital passenger will experience from their perspective.
Beginning with the delight of purchasing a suborbital flight ticket, to the fulfillment of actually
flying to space and coming back, VG has strategically characterized every stage in the journey.
On the other hand, Fig. 6.2 shows an economy
model, depicting the idea that the “transformation economy” supersedes that of the “experience economy”. As it was once thought that the
majority of the customers’ needs stood behind
the “experience economy’’, Virgin Galactic,
shows in Fig. 6.2, that in actuality the “transformation” economy captures more of the customers “desire for personal fulfilment and soulful luxury”.

17

Fig. 6.1 - Virgin Galactic Future Astronaut - Timeline - Source: Virgingalactic.com

Fig. 6.2 -Virgin Galactic “Transformation Economy” Graph - Source: Virgingalactic.com
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Fig. 7.1 - Virgin Galactic - White Knight Two - the aircraft that will be used for suborbital flights.

Apart from suborbital flights, Virgin Galactic also
has plans to venture into the supersonic flights industry. Financially backed by Boeing, Virgin Galactic
is partnering up with supersonic startup company:
Boom Technology (and The Spaceship Company)
in order to create a 45 passenger aircraft that will
zoom passengers from New York to London in approximately 3 hours at Mach 2 speeds (1,451 mph).
However, suborbital and hypersonic travel comes
with a costly price tag. A suborbital flight (Fig. 7.1)
comes with a price tag of $250,000, for a ticket, while
a hypersonic flight (Fig. 7.2) will cost around $5,000
- $10,000. (space.com)

19

Flights are anticipated to begin sometime between 20262027, and by the year 2040 Virgin Galactic plans to have
1,000 XB-1 aircraft available, as well as 500 international flight path routes. This jet will serve as an ultra-fast
mode of transformation for cross Atlantic travel, from
or to Sierra County, NM but a connection or transfer
with other (major metropolitan) cities, like Phoenix, AZ,
Albuquerque, NM, El Paso, TX, and Los Angeles, CA, will
be required. Connecting modes of transportation include: Hyperloop, commercial flight, private jet or automobile.
Lastly, rumor has it that Virgin Galactic will begin targeting customers with at least ten million dollars in the
bank. Eventually they will democratize the selection
process, by targeting passengers with 3 million dollars
in their bank accounts, and so on, and so forth. (space.
com, boomtechnology.com) But for now it can be expected that this form of ultra-fast travel will be available and catered to the mega rich.

Fig. 7.2 - Rendering of Boom Supersonic jet flying at Mach 2 speeds- Source: Boom Technology
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Site

Analysis

According to the FAA, in order to successfully perform a site analysis, the following factors and utilities must be available:
electricity, gas, telephone, water and sewer, Meteorological conditions, Mean Daily
Maximum and Min Temperature, one year
of wind data for location, Access road availability and travel time to nearest community, and potential Environmental Impacts.
(Airport Planning. faa.gov.Web.2018)

Fig. 8.1 - Contributions to Debris Impact Dispersion Model
Source: faa.gov

Fig. 8.2 - Overview of General Commulative Risk Analysis Procedure
Source: faa.gov
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Weather

Analysis

Winter: Wind is coming from in between West and Northwest (10-15 mph)

Spring: Wind is coming from in between West and Northwest (10-20 mph)

Summer “Monsoon”: Wind is coming from in between South and Southeast (10 mph)
Autumn: Wind is coming from in between West and Northwest (10-20 mph)
Strongest Wind: Afternoon (West, 3:00-5:00pm)
Weakest Wind: Sunrise (South)
-Joe Roagash
National Weather Service
(N.W.S) El Paso, TX

The above weather information helped inform the placement of a second runway (Fig. 20.2) at
Spaceport America. The additional runway is proposed to face in the direction of North West
to the direction of South East. Meanwhile Fig. 9 shows a graph with maximum and minimum
temperatures starting from May 1950 until April 2020. Based on this graph, the average high
temperature for Sierra County is 90 degrees, and the lowest temperature average’s around
40 degrees. This information will help inform the design decisions for development within
close proximity of Spaceport America. Although the temperatures are not extreme, there
are lingering concerns over humidity and wind speed, and how that will affect the design
decisions for development but further research is needed.

22

Fig. 8.2 - Three-Pong Approach to Public Safety for Commercial RLV Launches and reentries - Source: faa.gov

Fig. 9 - Weather Data from May 1950 to January 2020 - Source: sierracountynewmexico.info
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Fig. 10 - An early concept sketch of what future development at Spaceport America could look like. The location for the
proposed second runway is highlighted in light blue.
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Cape Canaveral,

florida
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Source: explorationtower.com

Built in 2013, by WWO Architects, the Exploration
Tower at Port Canaveral is a destination within
itself. The building is a 7-story mixed-use that
offers a range full of family-fun, visitor, and
event-hosting activities. Some of the activities
the tower provides includes: exhibits on every
floor, an indoor auditorium, outdoor viewing
deck / terrace, multipurpose/special event
space, gift shop, and a café. But the premium
features of this tower are on the 6th and 7th
floor, where visitors and event attendees could
watch a rocket launch from either the 6th floor
indoor observation auditorium or the 7th floor
outdoor observation deck. (explorationtower.
com. gwwoinc.com. Web) From the Exploration
Tower comes the inspiration for the first
phase of towers that could be constructed for
the Spaceport America viewing / event areas,
adjacent to the launch pads and runways. When
launches are not in session, these towers could
serve as interactive gallery spaces (i.e museum)
for the general public, and when events like
music festivals are scheduled, they could serve
as security and operations facilities.

28

Fig. 11.1 - Shark Sculpture in the main lobby.
Source: explorationtower.com

Fig. 11.2 - Indoor auditorium inside the Exploration Tower.
Source: explorationtower.com
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Shifting direction to the other side
of Cape Canaveral, in 2017, Kennedy
Space Center (Fig. 11.3) gave welcome
to about 1.5 million visitors a year,
125,000 a month, and about 3,000 a
day. (Space.com, Wall, 2018) Given
these numbers it is safe to assume
that by 2050, Spaceport America
could see about 500 - 1,000 visitors
on a given launch day. And so with
these numbers, Spaceport America
could better accommodate visitors
when the time comes.

30

Fig. 11.3 - Kennedy Space Center Bus Route- Source: kennedyspacecenter.com
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32

Abu dhabi,

united arab
emirates
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Source: Virgingalactic.com

In 2009, Aabar Investments paid Virgin Galactic
$280 million dollars in order to acquire a 31.8%
stake in the company. (Seedhouse, Pg. 93, 2015)
In addition to this deal, Aabar investments would
acquire “exclusive regional rights” to eventually launch Virgin Galactic space flights from Abu
Dhabi. Benefiting both parties, the joint venture
provided Virgin Galactic with a “financial boost”
when revenue was not readily available due to
the effects of the 2008 recession. And in turn, it
provided Abu Dhabi with a “chance to develop
a spaceflight industry of its own and extend its
economy beyond the oil sector.” (Seedhouse, Pg.
158, 2015) Fast forward to our present time, Abu
Dhabi does not have an official spaceport yet, because they will need to secure approval from the
U.S government first, to allow for a U.S spaceport
to be set up outside of the country. But if everything goes according to plan, Abu Dhabi will soon
“be at the forefront of travel when it opens a
spaceport.” (Seedhouse, Pg. 93, 2015)

This project is designed as a “set of buildings
erected on a piled up artificial island connected to the mainland by a two story bridge”. (Wala,
2015) Professor Wala proposed that the three
main buildings or essential components of the
project are composed of three segments: observation deck, hotel and convention centers, and
an educational / training center. (eam.uauim.ro.
Web. 2016) We can think of these segments as a
hangar with administration . control center, a
training and education centers. Thus, professor Wala describes the architecture chosen for
the spaceport as: “Streamlined, modern forms
of buildings, their concentric arrangements,
are inspired by the motives of the well-known
sci-fi elements characteristic for space exploration, and traditional architecture used by the
local Arab Emirates” (eam.uauim.ro. Web. 2016)
Additionally, the essential components used in
professor Wala’s conceptual spaceport (i.e the
observation deck, hotel and convention centers,
and an educational / training center) parallel and
inform the various elements incorporated into
the Spaceport America master plan.

Albeit, plans for a commercial spaceport in Abu
Dhabi are already underway. In 2016, Professor
Roman Wala from the department of architecture at the Silesian University of Technology in
Poland proposed a conceptual Abu Dhabi Spaceport project which could serve as an archetype
for Spaceport design, not only for Abu Dhabi but
also for spaceports worldwide

Source: Aabar Investments
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Fig. 12.2 - Roma Wala interpretations of the Abu Dhabi spaceport. - Source: eam.uauim.ro

Fig. 12.3 - Roma Wala interpretations of the Abu Dhabi spaceport. - Source: eam.uauim.ro
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Fig. 13.1 - DP Cargo Speed Hyperloop - Source: thenational.ae

Fig. 13.2 - City of Dubai, UAE - Source: Shutterstock
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Fig. 13.3 - Al Maktoum International Airport - Source: google.com

Dubai World Center (DWC) also known
as the Al Maktoum International Airport received a 32 billion dollar grant
for expansion under the 2050 Dubai initiative for, Dubai International Airport,
where they will be home to the largest
port in the world. The multi-mode super port will “aim to integrate all the
necessary infrastructure at Al Maktoum International Airport (Fi.g 13.3) to
accommodate any current and future
mode of transportation... allowing for
passengers to transfer seamlessly from
a conventional aircraft into a spacecraft and vice versa. (Gulf of Business,
Web. 2018) Some of the modes of transportation this multi-mode super port
will offer are: Hyperloop, Hyperloop
cargo (Fig. 13.1), commercial airport,
and hypersonic flights. Specifically, DP
World Cargospeed, will serve both passengers and freight deliveries at “air
speed at the price of transport by land”,
said Sultan Ahmed bin Sulayem, the
CEO of DP World. (thenational.ae. Web)

Following Dubai’s “2050 vision”, once
constructed, the Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum Solar Park will be
the largest single-site solar park in the
world, based on the independent power producer (IPP) model. It will generate 1,000 Megawatts (MW) by 2020 and
5,000 MW by 2030. And so the modes of
transportation explored for Dubai’s future initiatives serve as case studies for
the future development of infrastructure for urban development at Spaceport America.

Fig. 13.4 - Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum - Source: u.ae
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Mojave,

California

Fig. 14.1 - Mojave “Welcome” sign - Source: Google.com

Community and commercial development at the Mojave Air and Spaceport begins at approximately 1000 ft. (west) of the (horizontal) runway.
Thus, this case study provides evidence that 1,000 ft proves to be a safe
distance to begin community and commercial development.
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Fig. 14.2 - (Mojave, Califonia) The above picture shows the Mojave Air and Spaceport runway and also a
community settlement approx. 500 ft away from the runway. - Source: google.com
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Las Vegas,

Nevada
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1900’s -1960’s

Fig. 15.1 - Las Vegas, NV - 1950’S - Source: flicker.com

2000’s

Fig. 15.2 - Las Vegas, NV - 2000’S - Source: google.com
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In 1900, the city we know today as “The Strip” in Las
Vegas,only had about 30 residents. That all changed
when railroad magnate William A. Clark and his brother had an idea to build a railroad, in order to efficiently transport copper from their mine in Montana to
Southern California. In 1902, Clark bought 2,000 acres
of land from Helen J. Stewaer, where trains could be
serviced and accommodations could be provided for
crew members on board. In turn, this created a revolutionary form of transportation for entrepreneurs and
the general public. This was a huge benefit to the economy across the United States as the railway provided
transit and transportation of cargo from Salt Lake City
to Los Angeles within one day. Finally, in 1905, working in partnership with Union Pacific Railroad, the
railroad was finished and William and his brother Ross
saw an opportunity for development. That same year,
the brothers held an auction to sell “lots” of land for
businesses and residents.

Table 1: Population- Moehring, Pg. 294, 2000

Thus, the Clark Las Vegas Townsite was born,
(onlinenevada.org, Web) and community development appeared to the east (and west) of the
train station. (See Fig. 15.5) Then on December
8th, 1950 the unincorporated “township” of Las
Vegas was annexed into Clark County under the
city name “Paradise”, due to the successful lobbying efforts of Flamingo executive Gus Greenbaum. (Moehring, 2000)

Fig. 15.3 - Clark County Court House - Source: onlinenevada.org. Web
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Just as 1905 marks the year when business and
housing development appeared on the east
and west of the railroad station, following the
post-war housing boom of the 40’s, in the 1950’s
housing development appeared to the north
and south of the “strip” in relation to the grid of
automobile roads. Hotels and casinos were the
major driving force for determining the direction of roads, residences, and shopping centers,
on the southern part of the “strip”, but on the
north side of town, the military base was the
major driving force for urban growth. (Moehring, 2000)

On the other hand, expecting completion
before the turn of the next decade, Bluetech
park is a “smart” city proposal in Las Vegas,
Nevada. Oberg and Graham tell us that a smart
city attempts to “demonstrate new ways of
conducting businesses and organizing city
life” by seeking to address public issues via
information and communication technology-based solutions on the basis of municipal
and stakeholder partnerships” (Oberg, Graham,
2017) This project of Bleutech Park proposes a mixed-use environment that provides
its residents with retail spaces, ultra-luxury
residential, hotel, and entertainment facilities.
(bluetechpark.com)

Fig. 15.5 - Map of Las Vegas - 1940 - Source: Moehring, Pg. 235, 2000

The main premise of this community is to
offer an interconnected mixed-use environment through“workforce housing”. Workforce housing can be thought of as a program
where housing is provided in exchange for
skills sets that benefit and service the community. Another premise behind the smart
city initiative is the idea of shifting production and consumption from global to local.
(Oberg, Graham, 2017) Thus, the Las Vegas
case study suggests that new modes of transportation in a city usher in a need for business, commercial, and community development. Major driving forces for the Spaceport
America project could be related to prospective modes of transportation like: supersonic
and hyper-sonic travel, hyperloop, and autonomous vehicles that would serve as the
major driving force for further development
of Spaceport America.
Fig. 15.4 - “Principle Streets” in Las Vegas - 1980
Source: Moehring, Pg. 240, 2000
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Bluetech
Park

Fig. 15.6 - Bluetech Park - Source: bleutechpark.com

And soon after, roadways, flight paths, and
employment facilities like spaceports and hotels would inform the direction of development. Adding on, another possible lesson to
be learned from this case study is the idea of
an unincorporated townsite gaining an official
city name (i.e the unincorporated “township”
of Las Vegas was annexed into Clark County
under the city name “Paradise”). But in the case
of Spaceport America taking the unincorporated city of Upham, New Mexico would be annexed into Sierra County. Prematurely preparing the 18,000 acres of land within the Jornada
del Muerto desert basin for future (community) development, where eventually a city name
should be chosen. And so combined together,
both of the Las Vegas case studies should influence and inform the prospective direction of
development for Sierra County, NM.
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In an attempt to revive a sense of excitement from the 1960’s “space-age” movement, and in response to the
needs of supersonic and suborbital travel, three building types were conceived: Marquee (Fig. 16.3), Shodo (Fig.
16.5), and Viu (Fig. 16.6). The architecture proposed in this project represents the idea that New Mexico is entering a new era, the “space-age” era. Thus, this project proposes an ultra-modern approach to architecture.
“Shodo” and “Viu’’(Fig. 16.5 and Fig. 16.6) represent a modern approach to architecture in motion , whereas
Marquee (Fig. 16.3) represents a modern approach to luxury and the idea of individuality. The idea of motion
is embedded into the architecture of both “Shodo’’ and Viu”. Both buildings have motion oriented features that
serve as giant media devices. So while both “Shodo’’ and “Viu” have LED “jumbotron” screens on their facade,
to serve as their highlighting features. Marquee’s features are exclusive and private. High 10 ft - 15 ft ceilings
provide guests with an exclusive view of both vertical, and horizontal runways.
.
But aside from these three buildings depicting an ultra modern take on “space-age” revival from the 1960’s,
other budget friendly hotels, RV / camping sites, motels and related accommodations should be taken into consideration in (or after) the third phase of development proposed in this book, in order to appeal to a variety of
people with different preferences and budgets. Additionally, this project should aim to make as minimal impact
on the environment as possible, in order to pay respect to its surroundings. (Seedhouse, Pg. 89, 2015) This is
why it is in this project’s intention that every building achieves the highest sustainable standards available and
becomes LEED certified. Solar farms, gardens or even perhaps on-site solar installations could provide environmentally friendly power in order to maximize efficiency. A pledge to sustainability, renewable energies, and
the environment is highly important. And while condos, hotels and related buildings are expected to be a part
of a high density environment, the aim for employee housing, promenade center, and related buildings is a low
density environment. The following pages will provide sketches, and renderings to demonstrate this idea.
For reference, some milestones this project hopes to achieve by 2050 are:
By 2025, to shine a light on an anticipated demand before it happens. In this case, suggesting the development
of an event / camping area, and training / education facilities for passengers and family members, as Virgin
Galactic aims to send up to 120 passengers on a monthly basis on suborbital flights.
By 2027, XB-1 supersonic flights are anticipated to begin, therefore this project suggests the idea of developing
the three conceived hotels / condominiums.
By 2030, seeing the demand in the flight industry continuing to grow, this project encourages future developers
to look into the development of underground infrastructure such as sewage, water, and power. These efforts
will prepare the trust land and real estate for the prospective developments that come with urbanization, employee housing, hotels / condominiums, LEED Gold and WELL certification.
By 2040 Virgin Galactic hopes to have 1,000 XB-1 aircraft ready for supersonic travel, and 45,000 passengers flying annually. These numbers suggest that by 2040 developments should already be in place to serve the 45,000
passengers that are expected to pass through the gates of Spaceport America.
And lastly by 2050: evaluation & maintenance of aircraft, infrastructure and buildings should be taking place.
Following this event, every 10 years an evaluation of aircraft, infrastructure and buildings should be taking
place, where necessary maintenance, remodeling and repairs are done.
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Fig. 16.2 - Professor Glenn Nowak’s example of a site plan developement sketch

Fig. 16.1 - The Encounter Restaurant - Source: Google.com
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Materials

Steel

Glass

Concrete
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Source: guardianglass.com

The materials used for the construction of buildings and
facilities near Spaceport America will be:
Steel
Concrete
UV protection Glass
Sound Control Glass
Hurricane Glass
Transparent LED glass
The various types of glass mentioned above will be custom manufactured by Guardian glass industries, the
same company that manufactures the glass for the tallest
building in the world, the Burj Khalifa. On their website,
Guardian states that they offer “laminated glass solutions
to protect people and property in areas prone to tropical storms and hurricanes. Specifically, Guardian offers
solutions that contribute to meeting stringent...building codes for both small-missile impact (like roof gravel) and large-missile impact (like tree limbs or garbage
cans).” (Guardianglass.com, Web.) But although Spaceport America is not located in coastal weather, parallel
safety concerns still remain. Thus, this building material
seems like the best choice in order to protect the high
value infrastructure that will be proposed near Spaceport
America.
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marquee

Fig. 16.3 - First concept sketch of Marquee condominium(s) / hotel(s)
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Marquee represents a modern approach to luxury and individuality. This building could serve either as a hotel or a condominium, or both. Where this type of building (Fig. 16.3) demonstrates exclusivity and independence from other mixed-use
hotels / resorts.The anticipated measurements for this family of buildings is Height - 400 ft. by Length - 150ft. by Width
- 75ft. The materials used to construct this building will be UV protection glass, and hurricane resistant glass. (Guardianglass.com. Web) These materials are manufactured by Guardian glass industries, the same company that manufactures
the glass for the tallest building in the world, the Burj Khalifa.
The inspiration for Marquee comes from Zaha Hadid’s Bergisel Ski Jump Tower
in Austria. Fiedre defines the iconic landmark as an expression of “sweeping lines and minimalist aesthetic that creates
a sense of grace, high-speed motion, reflecting the dynamic sensation of a ski jump in a monumental structure”, where
both buildings portray characteristics of being seamless, continuous and uninterrupted. (Fiedere, 2018) Guest’s room will
begin from the 20th floor all the way to the 40th floor. Marquee will have multiple elevators that will ferry guests from the
base of the tower all the way to the 40th floor. Additionally, features like dining, cafe, and similar small food options will
be available on each floor. This design encourages only 10 hotel rooms / condominium rooms per floor, for a grand total of
200 hotel rooms / condominiums per tower.
Rooms will begin on the 20th floor and they will end on the 40th floor. Square footage for rooms will range from 500 sq.
ft. 1000 sq. ft. depending on the room type. High ceilings (10ft - 15ft) will demonstrate exclusivity and highlight the main
feature of this building: the panoramic view. (Fig. 16.3) All of these design proposals combined, should be seen as parts of
the whole. Where the whole purpose behind these design decisions is to communicate the idea that as the hypersonic /
suborbital travel industry grows, more development will be needed. And as more buildings are added to the Marquee family, they will create a dance of multiple buildings with an array of different colors to display. But, it is very important that
future developers know that the building’s premium feature is “the view”. Therefore it is highly encouraged that the work
of future developers does not hinder Marquee archetypes from a view onto the runways, as future development might
move to the north towards the runway, possibly blocking Marquee structures from a premium view onto the runway and
launch pads.
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Fig. 16.4 - Condo in Sunny Isles, Florida- Source: Willow.com
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shodo
“Shodo represents
the beginning of
the technology era
and the advances
therein.”
Fig. 16.5 - First concept sketch of Shodo Hotel.

The marine blue facade will act as a housing unit for the
building, but also as a transparent LED screen. At the time
of a launch, (before and during) the building will “hide”
inside the blue facade, almost as if it were taking shelter.
Next, the LED screen or an updated version of a “jumbotron” video display (shown in light blue in Fig. 16.5) will
turn on and act as a media screen, televising the progress
of the launch to incoming traffic (See Fig. 19.4) Creating an
exciting experience for guests “on the road” but moreover
serving as a form of symbolic communication and advertisement. When the screen is no longer needed, (or during
the daytime) the LED screen will be turned off and the facade of the building will return to normal.
The idea behind Fig. 16.4 is to showcase the concept of a
retractable building, where the building can come out horizontally or stay hidden inside.
The anticipated measurements for each building is:
Height: 250 ft. x Length: 120 ft. x Width: 75 ft.

Fig. 16.4 - A rocket emerging from the assembly line.
Source: Faa.gov

Mirroring a traditional hotel plan, Shodo will house 25
rooms per floor, but will only have 20 floors available, for a
total of 500 hotel rooms per building.
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VIU
Fig. 16.6 First concept sketch of Viu Hotel.

The design of this building takes inspiration from The Encounter Restaurant, formerly known as The Theme Building at the Los Angeles International
Airport (LAX). (Fig. 16.7) Viu attempts to bring forward a revival of the 1960’s
“Space Age” architecture movement. But by using state of the art technology and materials, this type of building will inform a new type of “space age”
urbanism. Materials such as: hurricane resistant glass, UV protection glass,
etc. (guardianglass.com) will create the facade of the building to be resilient
enough to act as a barrier for flying debris and other possible harmful effects
in the area.
The anticipated measurements for each building is:
Height: 250 Ft. Length: 130ft. Width: 75ft.
Mirroring a traditional hotel plan, Viu will house rooms per floor, but will
only have 20 floors available, housing 20 rooms per floor, for a total of 500
hotel rooms. One of the key features of this building is the idea of a 360 degree
revolving public commons area. (Fig. 16.6) Directly to the middle of the building, the public commons will provide guests with: different restaurant options and spectacular panoramic views of the launch site. Another key feature
of the building is the facade, which will act as a transparent LED screen. This
transparent screen will act as a media screen in order to televise the progress of the launch, to incoming traffic. Creating a more personal experience
for the guest, meanwhile serving as a form of symbolic communication and
advertisement. When the screen is no longer needed, (or during the daytime)
the LED screen will be turned off and the facade of the building will return to
normal.
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Fig. 16.7 -The Encounter Restaurant (Interior) - Source: wikipedia.com
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Promenade
The idea behind a promenade at Spaceport America, is to provide educational,
entertainment, recreational, medical,
and shopping opportunities for its residents and visitors. Two case studies
explored for this concept are: The Planet Hollywood Planetarium at Disney
Springs in relation to dining opportunities, and Target’s “Duck and Cover”
mixed-use recreation and shopping destination.
The Planet Hollywood Planetarium at
Disney Springs, in Orlando, Fl. depicts a
modern approach to the traditional food
court, restaurant, and bar . They provide visitors with a multi-level restaurant and bar experience, where different
table service restaurants are available.
The building is composed of 4 floors of
different restaurant and bar options,
in-door / exterior seating arrangements.

Fig. 17.1- Planet Hollywood “Planeterium” inside Disney Springs, in Orlando, Florida.
Source: disneyworld.disney.go.com
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Fig. 17.2- TargetPlay “Duck and Cover” Source: archinect.com

From restaurants, to bars, a 4,500 ft media screen, live
DJ’s and more! In 2009, Roger Sherman Architecture
and Urban Design (RSAUD) created the “Duck and Cover” TargetPlay mixed-use proposal. Although unbuilt,
the idea behind this project is to encourage “higher and
better use of Big Box sites”. This project symbolizes a
marriage between retail, marketing, and public space.
Using a technique from Venturi’s book, Learning from
Las Vegas, where Venturi depicts that sometimes the
“building is the sign” (Fig. 17.3) in order to communicate a “symbolic message”. (Venturi, 1972) Hence the
project’s name “Duck and Cover”. The project attempts
to communicate for Target’s logo to be seen as a “Trojan horse for an expanded public realm,” attracting
an “unlikely assortment of audiences.” (Wong, archinect.com. Web) Thus the “promenade”near Spaceport
America should communicate the message that it is
related to the “space ventures” of Spaceport America
but that it can be a destination within itself. It is in this
project’s interest that the “promenade” near Spaceport
America provides a variety of retail, public, and educational opportunities. Suggestions include: restaurant and retail options, public spaces, entertainment
facilities, and children’s enrichment center or summer
camp, representing a modern twist or approach to the
typical suburban shopping mall.
But further research is needed in the sectors of entertainment, medical and shopping opportunities. Perhaps a property management company such as: Westfield Corporation, or a chain retailer like Walmart or
Target could see to realizing the anticipated developments for a “promenade” at Spaceport America. Thus,
Seedhouse mentions in his book that if these facilities
are designed well enough, they could be destinations
within themselves. (i.e Space Camp, Science Center,
hotels, restaurants, and entertainment facilities, etc.)
(Seedhouse, Pg. 92, 2015).

Fig. 17.3 - “The Big Duck” in Flanders, New York - Source: google.com
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Employee
Housing
Employee housing near Spaceport America attempts
to portray a balance between “privacy and accessibility” (Seedhouse, Pg. 89, 2015) By staying low to the
ground, and following the form of a low-rise building, this building blends in with the surrounding
environment, but appropriately avoids visitors’ attention. The anticipated exterior measurements for
the building are: Length 75 ft. x Height 75 ft. x Width
100ft. translates to about 5 floors, and 50 rooms per
floor, totaling to about 250 rooms for housing (not
including amenities) for employees. The idea behind
the design of this building is for the campus to serve
as a mixed-use “communal campus”. A building that
will allow for appropriate height to space proportions so that employees can come together in “communal areas” where the environment facilitates interaction and leisure between people. A space where
employees want to live in, and feel comfortable. Also,
this design could be useful in the event of an emergency, as this plan could make evacuation an easier
task, with its low density structure and form.
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Fig. 18 - Dubai Internet City Red Station - Source: google.com
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Event Space
Spaceport America is currently looking into a music
festival event, approximately 1 mile from the launch
site. According to Dr. Gutman, the maximum capacity
of attendees should be around 20,000 people. But based
on the success of other music festivals like Electric
Daisy Carnival (EDC), Coachella, or “temporary city
communities” such as Burning Man, there is reason
to believe that the maximum number of attendees for
a music festival event at Spaceport America should
be more along the lines of 50,000 - 100,000 attendees.
From a sales, marketing and business perspective,
a maximum amount of 20,000 tickets sold versus
all of the costs associated with putting on the event
could mean a loss in revenue. Compared to the idea
of selling 100,000 tickets, where the costs associated
with putting on an event such as labor and payment
to “big name” artists could be covered, with a surplus
of revenue leftover.

studies we can see different extremes on how organizers run events, and how (federal) organizations manage
them. But going back to the premise of this project’s
development proposal, the safety of visitors, employees, locals and the surrounding environment is at the
utmost importance. It is important that evacuation
protocols, emergency facilities, and leaving as minimal
impact on the environment as possible, be the primary factor when designing a site plan for future events
at Spaceport America. An example can be seen in the
area of pyrotechnics. . Of course it is imagined that
pyrotechnics will take place at these kinds of events,
but perhaps a suggestion in order to reduce the carbon
footprint in the area could be to replace massive firework displays with a drone light show display. A revolutionary technology being further developed by companies such as Ehan Egret in China. (ehang.com)
A target year for a music festival at Spaceport America
could be 2025, but logistics and site plans still need to
be developed. And although structural changes might
have to be made, and extra funding secured, initiatives
to prepare the site for festival goers is already underway. In 2015, $14.5 million had already been used to
build a new southern access road to take traffic from
locations like Las Cruces and El Paso, Texas, directly to
Spaceport America. (Seedhouse, 2015) Thus, the future
direction of the music festival taking place at Spaceport
America, is still an ongoing conversation, but the future of art and dance music events at Spaceport America looks promising. So the possibility for large-scale
events on the grounds of Spaceport America, still lies
ahead.

Currently Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC) is held at the
1.5 mile Las Vegas Motor Speedway, where the capacity
of people in attendance is supposed to be 123,000
people. (lvms.com) But in 2019, it was reported by the
NBC affiliated, local news source KSNV that 155,000
tickets for the event had been sold for each day, and
approximately 15,000 workers and artists were going
to make their way in and out of the festival each day.
(news3lv.com. 2019) Bringing the total to 170,000
people making their way in and out of the festival,
surpassing the venue capacity by 47,000 people. And
although the event surpassed the venue capacity,
compared to previous years, no deaths were reported,
and less transfers to hospitals and police bookings
were reported. On the other hand, Burning Man,
a desert gathering in the Black Rock Desert sees a
strict yearly capacity of 80,000 people per event. This
is managed under 10-year contracts and permits by
federal regulators. (npr.org) Within both of these case
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Fig. 19.2 - Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC) at the Las Vegas Motor Speedway (1.5 mi.) - Source: lasvegas.electricdaisycarnival.com

Fig. 19.3 - Burning Man in the Black Rock Desert in northern Nevada. - Source: journal.burningman.org
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Fig. 19.4 - NEXNOVO transparent LED display for SUZHOU Center. - Source: Nexnovo.com

Fig. 19.1 - Drone light show in Xiang, China by Ehan Egret. Source: ehang.com
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Runway Development &
Spaceport Renovation

Fig. 20.1 - Hangar at Spaceport America - Source: fosterandpartners.com
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Fig. 20.2 - First concept sketch for a second horizonal runway
(colored in light blue) at Spaceport America.

Currently there is a 2-mile long horizontal runway at Spaceport America, but commercial flights
are not allowed to land on-site. So, anyone planning on visiting Spaceport America has to fly into
either El Paso or Albuquerque International Airport. (Seedhouse, Pg. 92, 2015) If everything
goes according to plan for Virgin Galactic, supersonic flights will begin around the years 20262027, and by the year 2040 Virgin Galactic will have around 1,000 supersonic aircrafts available
to fly via 500 international flight routes. Additionally, VG expects that for the beginning year,
around 45,000 passengers will be flying across the Atlantic. So given that by the years 2026-2027,
supersonic flights will begin, it is in this project’s intention to encourage Spaceport America to
begin planning for urban developments by the year 2030. Thus a package of two possible solutions has been proposed in order to prepare Spaceport America for the anticipated flight industry
boom: First, SA must allow commercial access to the existing horizontal runway. Next, they must
develop an additional runway, and hangar. A runway ready to take on thousands of flights and a
hangar equipped for the maintenance of various types of aircrafts.
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Currently there is a 2-mile long horizontal runway at Spaceport America, but commercial flights are not allowed to land
on-site. So, anyone planning on visiting Spaceport America has
to fly into either El Paso or Albuquerque International Airport.
(Seedhouse, Pg. 92, 2015) If everything goes according to plan
for Virgin Galactic, supersonic flights will begin around the
years 2026-2027, and by the year 2040 Virgin Galactic will have
around 1,000 supersonic aircrafts available to fly via 500 international flight routes. Additionally, VG expects that for the beginning year, around 45,000 passengers will be flying across the
Atlantic. So given that by the years 2026-2027, supersonic flights
will begin, it is in this project’s intention to encourage Spaceport
America to begin planning for urban developments by the year
2030. Thus a package of two possible solutions has been proposed in order to prepare Spaceport America for the anticipated
flight industry boom: First, SA must allow commercial access
to the existing horizontal runway. Next, they must develop an
additional runway, and hangar. A runway ready to take on thousands of flights and a hangar equipped for the maintenance of
various types of aircrafts.
In Fig. 20.2, seasonal wind data was gathered from the National Weather Service station in El Paso, TX. in order to imagine
the placement and orientation of the second runway (Fig. 20.2).
The orientation of the runway is North West to South West. A
benefit for this addition is that on high traffic days, one runway
could serve for take-off and the other for landing, easing the
flow of aircraft traffic. And in Fig 22, #22, a terminal building
has been imagined to accommodate the transition of incoming
and outgoing spaceport traffic. Additionally, full scale spaceport
and terminals will be needed, in order to accommodate easier flow of incoming and outgoing traffic, as more than 45,000
passengers are expected to walk through the gates of Spaceport
America. Further, essential components found in international
airports such as: terminals, lounges, etc. must be implemented
in order to prepare for thousands of passengers to pass through
the gates of Spaceport America by 2050. As a result, these initiatives will provide Spaceport America with the tools needed in
order to prepare for the flight industry “boom” that is anticipated to come by the year 2050. A rendering of what the imagined
“terminal hub” can look like can be seen in Fig. 23.3.
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Hyperloop

Fig. 22 - Hyperloop track - Source: Google.com

Following this plan, the next phase of development will involve configuring routes for roads
and hyperloop that will connect Spaceport America, and nearby developments with major cities
like Albuquerque, NM and El Paso, TX. Hyperloop is an ultra-fast mode of transportation that
can take on speeds of about 600 mph. (hyperloop-one.com) Currently, Virgin Hyperloop One
has successfully reached speeds of 400 miles an
hour on its test bed in Nevada, using unmanned
pods. (thenational.ae. Web) Given the ultra high
speeds, it is in this project’s interest to facilitate ultra fast modes of transportation within
Spaceport America, and major cities nearby. (i.e
Albuquerque, NM and El Paso, TX) In the case of
an emergency, Hyperloop could serve as a form
of high-speed transportation for residents and
employees, in order to quickly evacuate the area.
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Site Plan
During the early stages of development for the city of Las Vegas (Moehring, 2000) Moehring described the style of development for Las Vegas as a “Leapfrog” approach, or the “checkerboard effect”. But this approach has its benefits and
disadvantages. On one hand, this type of development serves as a “marker” for the direction of future development. But
on the other hand, it provides challenges towards the development of city-wide infrastructure (i.e water lines and sewage).
And so the question arises if the future development near Spaceport America will follow the “leapfrog” or “checkerboard”
approach, or will it differ? Will there be an option for future developers to choose an organized style of development? or is
the “leapfrog” / “checkerboard” approach the only one that will work? In any case, for this project, two site plans and one
site plan rendering has been conceived. Every succeeding site plan should be seen as an evolved version of the former. For
the first site plan (Fig. 21), four key sections (A,B,C, and D) propose an elementary direction for future development. The
gradient colors seen in the first site plan (Fig. 21) demonstrate “hot spots” where development first begins and as demand
grows, development will start moving inward in the direction of the lighter gradient shade.
Section A represents a “prime real estate” area of development, specifically zoned for top tier hotel / condominiums, and
entertainment facilities. A high density environment is anticipated for this section. Adding on, due to its close proximity
to existing infrastructure like main roads, and vertical / horizontal runways, this area is expected to be seen as a “hot spot”
for high value real estate, to future developers.
Section B represents the events arena / viewing area, a concept similar to that of Kennedy Space Center layout, but within
closer proximity to the launch site. Specifically 1 mile away for the horizontal launch. This area was positioned to be in
a zone near paved access roads in case emergency evacuation. But also this specific location would provide visitors with
spectacular views of both the horizontal runway and vertical launch pad, as this is the area where music events such as
Electric Daisy Carnival (EDC) or Burning Man are imagined to take place.
Section C, suggests an area where government, federal, and emergency facilities like fire and rescue, hospitals, and NASA
observation and control centers, etc. would be located. Adding on, it would be essential that these facilities be located
within close proximity to Spaceport America in order to ensure the health of employees, visitors, and space tourists.
(Seedhouse, Pg. 88, 2015)
And finally, Section D suggests an area away from the tourist destinations, to serve as a community for employees and
those that would like to take part in residential accommodations. For the most part, this housing section would be composed of a low density environment, beginning in the outskirts of the sectioned zone, and as demand is inquired, developed would grow inward.
On the other hand, in the second site plan, (Fig. 22) zoning changes have been made. Instead of the four sections (A,B,C,D)
as previously seen in the first site plan, the second site plan only holds three main sections (A, B, and C). Section A is the
visitors and events area, section B is the employee campus area, and section C is the NASA control center area.
Section A and B seen in the first site plan (Fig. 21) are now merged together into one section, section A (Fig. 22) Additionally,
section A, will be the home for the three conceived hotels / condominiums: Marquee (Fig 22, lot #1), Shodo (Fig. 22, lot #2),
and Viu (Fig. 22, lot #3). But in addition to these posh developments, public spaces have also been included. Fig. 22, lot #26
shows the location for a camp / RV park that has been proposed for visitors that wish to set-up camp instead of staying
in a hotel / condominium. Additionally, a public park (Fig.22, #10) and a space center (Fig. 22, #4) has been proposed as an
attempt to provide a variety of public spaces for visitors. The employee housing section, originally marked as section D
in the first site plan (Fig. 21) is now located in section B of Fig. 22, marked as lot #12. The government section marked as
section C in the first site plan is still section C in the second site plan, but instead of being located in the north eastern
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Fig. 23.1 - Panoramic View 0f Spaceport America development rendering.

Fig. 23.1 depicts a panoramic view of the rendering made to imagine future development taking place at Spaceport America. Within this rendering, the primary real estate area has all three conceived hotels / condominiums accomodated at the
edges, followed by a space center / training facility directly in front of them. To the right side of the prime real estate area,
you will find the event space / camping area. In the middle of this rendering we can see the observation tower, and the
imagined “terminal hub” area. To the north of the event space / camping area we can see the vertical launch area, where
six vertical launch pads have been imagined for easier flow of launch and reentry. And lastly, to the south eastern corner
of the map, you can see the imagined NASA operations area.

Fig. 23.2 - Aerial view of Spaceport America development from prime real estate area.
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Fig. 23.3 - Panoramic View 0f Spaceport America development rendering, looking out to the South Eastern corner
from the North West corner of the map.

Fig. 23.3 - Panoramic View 0f Spaceport America “terminal hub”, employee housing and vertical launch site area.
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quadrant, it is now located in the southern most quadrant of the site plan. Another change seen in the second site plan
is the added “terminal hub” (Fig. 22, # 22). From hotels and condominiums to helipads and public spaces, the second
site plan (Fig. 22) provides the foundation and sets the stage for the imagined site plan rendering. Thus, in the site plan
rendering (Fig. 23), a more focused approach is given compared to Fig. 21 and Fig. 22, where the shapes, shades and lines
proposed in the previous two site plans now come to life in a 3D representational model.
Fig. 23.1 depicts a panoramic view of the rendering made to imagine future development taking place in Sierra County,
NM. Following the second site plan, the primary real estate area holds all three conceived hotels / condominiums accommodated at the edges, followed by a space center / training facility, and promenade directly in front of them. To the
right side of the prime real estate area, you will find the event space / camping area. In the middle of this rendering we
can see the observation tower, and the imagined “terminal hub” area. To the north of the event space / camping area we
can see the vertical launch area, where six vertical launch pads have been imagined for easier flow of launch and reentry.
And lastly, to the south eastern corner of the map, you can see the imagined NASA operations area.
In conclusion, three stages of development are suggested for the imagined urban development master plan. The first
phase of development is anticipated to begin by 2027. This phase accommodates the built environment to the basic needs
of the first passengers, tourists, employees, and locals that will be visiting Spaceport America. This phase will include:
one of the three different types of hotels and / or condominiums: Marquee (Fig. 16.3), Shodo (Fig. 16.5), and Viu (Fig. 16.6),
one employee housing campus facility (Fig. 18), a designated camping / RV park area (Fig. 22, #26) a designated event
venue area (Fig. 22, #7), and a space center (Fig. 22, #4). Combined, these efforts will provide the essential first steps
needed to test urban development growth for the following phases. The initiatives stated in the first phase will provide
the testing ground in order to prove whether Spaceport America is ready for a large-scale urban development project or
not. If the first phase is successful, then the target date for the second phase of development is 2030. This phase will involve connecting major underground infrastructure (i.e sewage, water, and power) in order to set the foundation for the
construction of large scale hotels / condominiums, community development, and related projects. Other developments
will include a second runway (Fig. 22, #19), and a terminal hub for the spaceport. (Fig. 22, #22).Lastly, the third phase
will involve an evaluation & maintenance of aircraft, infrastructure and buildings. This phase suggests an implemented
routine of evaluation and maintenance every 10 years, starting from 2050. All of these suggestions combined should be
seen as a working handbook for Sierra County, as these suggestions will provide Spaceport America with the tools and
guidelines needed in order to welcome thousands of passengers by 2050. In conclusion, it is in this project’s hope that by
the year 2050 Spaceport America will be the spectacle that everyone will want to witness and be a part of, as the turn of
the century takes society into the suggested “space age” urban movement.
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